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Bee Safe works with you to success!

Bee Safe offers the widest range of sports accessories, specialized in safety!

Partly due to the limitations that COVID-19, everyone has started doing more and more outdoor 
sports. Running, cycling and walking, in particular, have become extremely popular. Additionally, 
there is an increasing social awareness of improving safety on the street and in traffic, both in 
the field of sport and in the (outside) workplace. Accidents due to poor visibility of employees 
and road users are common and encourage extra attention to safety.

Bee Safe is the only Dutch supplier to develop all its products in-house. We continue to innovate 
sustainably by always maintaining a dialogue with our customers and users. This not only 
results in complaint-oriented solutions and the best service, but we also guarantee a perfect 
price/quality ratio of our products.

We are always working to improve ourselves. We keep track of the results of end-users, for 
which we look for precise improvements. In this way, Bee Safe constantly improves the user 
comfort of our range, which everyone feels comfortable with.

Our collection is presented and delivered in a luxurious and handy packaging. All our packaging 
has QR codes that refer to handy instructional videos. In addition, our articles also come with 
safety instructions in 13 different languages. If you have any specific wishes, we will be happy 
to fulfil them for you. We can also provide you with custom made products!

To optimally facilitate our customers with the sale of Bee Safe articles, we have developed 
an automated B2B webshop. Here you can place orders quickly, easily and 24/7. In this B2B 
environment, you will find all relevant information and tips that can help you set up your own 
webshop and support a higher turnover rate.

Our sales teams are active in 13 different countries. Together with them, we are ready to make 
it a success together with you.

We sincerely hope to welcome you as a customer of Bee Safe and look forward to many years 
of pleasant cooperation.

Yours sincerely,

Team Bee-Safe BV

about us
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led harness usb

Art. nr. 18800-300 
Orange / one size

Art. nr. 18800-101
Lime / one size

Art. nr. 18800-900
Silver / one size
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led clickband usb

Art. nr. 20500-101
Lime / one size

Art. nr. 20500-300
Orange / one size

Art. nr. 20500-500
Blue / one size
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led armband usb trio colour

Art. nr. 21000-999
Trio color / one size
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led headlight usb smart cube

Art. nr. 21100-000
White / one size
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handshake
modus

incl. multifunctional
clip





Art. nr. 21200-900
Silver / one size
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led harness usb waistbag
mix & match with softbottles
page 38-39

separate drink belt





led cliplight usb

Art. nr. 19400-000
White / one size

Art. nr. 19400-100
Green / one size

Art. nr. 19400-400
Red / one size

Art. nr. 19400-500
Blue / one size
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Silicone strap

Elastic
armband

Short elastic
connection loop

Accessoires





led vest usb spider 
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Art. nr. 21300-100
Green / one size





led headlight usb bright
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Art. nr. 21300-100
White / one size





led vest usb

Art. nr. 19100-300 
Orange / one size

Art. nr. 19100-101
Lime / one size
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led bodylight usb pro trail 
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Art. nr.21500-800
Black / one size

3x "AAA" batteries
            or accu pack





led bodylight usb run
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Art. nr. 20600-800
Black / one size





dog ledband usb
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Art. nr. 17700-100
Green / one size

Art. nr. 17700-400
Red / one size

Art. nr. 17700-401
Pink / one size

Art. nr. 17700-500
Blue / one size



  led harness                                  led safety

Art. nr. 21700-101
Lime / one size

Art. nr.21700-900
Silver / one size
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BATTERY
CR2032

Art. nr. 12100-100  Green

Art. nr. 12100-400     Red

Art. nr. 12100-500    Blue



reflective vest tech               led magnet light

Art. nr. 21600-101-1  Lime / S-M
21600-101-2  Lime / L-XL

Art. nr. 15140-000
White /  one size

Art. nr. 15140-400
Red / one size
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BATTERY
CR2032





reflective led glove
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Art. nr. 15100-700-1   Silver / XS-S
            15100-700-2  Silver / M-L
            15100-700-3  Silver / XL-XXL

BATTERY
CR2016





reflective sprays
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Permanent
Art. nr. 49300-900

Metalic gray
200ml

greyness

washability

reflectivity

greyness

washability

reflectivity

Textile
Art. nr. 49100-900

Metalic gray
200ml

A spray that can be applied 
straight to clothing and
different types of fabric.

Can be washed off.

A new versatile spray that
goes on clear and grips
onto metals and plastics.

Not washable.



silicone drinkcup

Art. nr. 21920-900
Anthracite / 170ml
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silicone bottleband

Art. nr. 21910-900
Anthracite
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fits almost all bottles





soft drink bottles
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Art. nr. 21810-150  Anthracite / 150ml
Art. nr. 21810-250  Anthracite / 250ml

bite & squeeze





smart waistbelt
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anthracite coral

lime black

Art. nr.  21900-101-1 / XS
             21900-101-2 / S
             21900-101-3 / M
             21900-101-4 / L
             21900-101-5 /  XL

Art. nr.  21900-800-1 / XS
             21900-800-2 / S
             21900-800-3 / M
             21900-800-4 / L
             21900-800-5 / XL

Art. nr.  21900-900-1 / XS
             21900-900-2 / S
             21900-900-3 / M
             21900-900-4 / L
             21900-900-5 / XL

Art. nr.  21900-401-1 / XS
              21900-401-2 / S
              21900-401-3 / M
              21900-401-4 / L
              21900-401-5 / XL

mix & match with soft bottle collection
                                                                                        page 38-39





back

front

smart waistbelt zipper
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black

Art. nr.  21800-800-1 / XS
             21800-800-2 / S
             21800-800-3 / M
             21800-800-4 / L
             21800-800-5 / XL

'filled'

mix & match with soft bottle collection
                                                                                        page 38-39
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LET’S MAKE THE WORLD MORE BEE FRIENDLY 

The bee is very important for our nature and future.
As Albert Einstein told us “ without the bees there will be no life “

Without pollination by bees, we as humans have a lot less to eat.               
Without bees, there will be no vegetables, no fruit, no clothing (cotton),
no nuts, no ornamental flowers, and no biofuels.

As a supplier, we are committed to contributing to a cleaner environment.
Therefore we offer 100% natural and fair trade honey from the Dutch brand 
Bijenbaas, which you can add to your shopping cart in our webshop for
private use.

Bijenbaas honey is a sustainable and responsible product. 
From the bee comb, the honey goes directly into the jar. 
Honey as it is meant to be. Tasty and healthy for you and good for the bees
and for our nature. 

For every sold jar of honey, Bijenbaas will purchase a square meter of nature
for the bees.

Bijenbaas is a social enterprise. Their aim is to contribute to sustainable 
development. Together with other companies and governments, they are 
committed to “prosperity for people and the planet”. 

Several of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) defined by the United 
Nations are exactly what Bijenbaas stands for:

• Promoting Biodiversity,
• Action to combat climate change,
• Responsible production and consumption
• Fighting poverty.

We are proud to cooperate with Bijenbaas to realize more nature for the bees
for every sold jar of honey.

https://www.bijenbaas.nl/
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custom branding

Check the possibilities to make your buyings personilised.

facebook / instagram

Follow us.....

bee-safe.nlbee-safe.nl

Ready to share ...

https://m.facebook.com/BeeSports.nl/
https://www.instagram.com/beesafe.nl/


B2B log-in
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technical
solutions

return on
investment

place order
in webshop

easy
download

tips & tricks

video's

up to date



Bee-Safe reserves the right to modify product specifications and prices at any given time.

Related to photography and printing colors may vary from the original. The information on our website and our press-work is compiled and 
maintained with great care. Despite our care it is possible that you will find typos. We accept no liability for such errors.

All information on our website and press-work is therefore subject to printing and typing errors.

sales@bee-safe.nl
www.bee-safe.nl



Fabrieksweg 6a
7451 PT HOLTEN
The Netherlands

T +31(0)85-0657223
SALES@BEE-SAFE.NL

https://www.bee-safe.nl/

